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[Editors’ Note: the following is excerpted
from an article in High Performance, and
is reprinted by permission from the author]

You can gauge the humanity of
a society by the way it treats its
young and old, to paraphrase
a familiar quote from

Dostoyevsky. Holding the U.S.
healthcare system to this yardstick, it’s
clear we’re not very humane. For ex-
ample, the healthcare system for an ag-
ing population in New York City pro-
vides senior centers for well elders, adult
day healthcare centers for those still mo-
bile, nursing homes for the frail, hospi-
tal and hospices for the sick and dying.

But most of these institutions treat ag-
ing as a disease rather than a natural
process. They emphasize a medical
rather than a social approach, often re-
ducing people to their medical “condi-
tion.” Diseases are treated, not human
beings.

A system that really cares for people
should sustain their well-being in their
communities, and provide a continuum
of care from birth to death. This social
model uses each person’s individual
strengths and integrates him or her into
a support system that provides for emo-
tional as well as physical needs. Arts
programs can do this by tapping into all
aspects of a person’s well-being. Thus, a
comprehensive healthcare system in-
cludes the arts.

To some extent, creative arts thera-
pies, arts programs and arts organiza-
tions are already part of the picture in
the current healthcare system. But there
is room for much more as society stands
at the crossroads, hopefully moving to-
ward a more holistic understanding of
health care.

How can arts programs contribute to
healthcare and well being? As director
of Elders Share the Arts (ESTA), a
community-based arts organization pri-
marily serving elders, in and out of in-
stitutions, and their communities , I am
in a unique position to observe and to
think about health care needs across the
life span. ESTA designs and conducts
arts programs that address some of the
needs of old and young in their commu-
nities through what we call the Living
History arts -- movement, theater, mu-
sic, writing and the visual arts. ESTA
teaching artists work in senior centers,
nursing homes, hospitals and schools. I
know from this experience that the arts
are an essential component of individual
well-being and community empower-
ment.

When considering the role of the arts
in healthcare, we must first take into ac-
count the political climate we live in.
Those of us who work in underserved
neighborhoods clearly see and feel the
debilitating effects of the recent federal,
state and city cuts to healthcare, educa-
tion and welfare in New York City.
These mean-spirited cuts affect all those
who take part in our programs: partici-
pants, families and friends, as well as
administrators and staff in the institu-
tions that provide social and educational
opportunities. But I know the arts can
reconnect people, even in this barebones
economy.

Second, we must realize that Ameri-
can culture is a youth culture that prizes
mobility, invention and technology.
What is the latest thing? Do you have it?
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Medical care as it has come to be practiced in our health care centers today has
become for many a very solitary, impersonal experience. Patients find themselves in
sterile environments surrounded by, and hooked up to, the fruits of this century’s
technological advances. The last few decades has seen a shift, however, as patients
and providers have looked for ways to break through this sense of isolation. Alter-
native therapies, most often today referred to as allied or complementary therapies,
have found their way back, as patients have sought to regain control over their own
bodies and their own care. There is also a growing sense that practitioners of “tradi-
tional” Western medicine are becoming more and more receptive to, and beginning
to recognize the benefits of, this new direction. The change of name itself from alter-
native to complementary reflects a change of climate and a recognition that it is no
longer a case of either/or.

This issue of the Bulletin attempts to provide information on some of the
non-medical alternatives available to help patients address quality of life issues
through modalities that provide comfort, relaxation, connection, peacefulness. We
feel that as advocates in the field of health care, we should be aware of and versed in
this growing development. Many thanks to those who have contributed their time
and expertise to making this issue possible.

Congratulations to the four December 1998 graduates - Lisa Salandra-Birnbaum,
Patricia Saunders, Eleanor Scarcella, and Sherisse Webb - who will be profiled in the
Spring issue of the Bulletin.

SPECIAL NOTE
We wish to extend a very warm welcome to Marsha Hurst as the new Director of

the Health Advocacy Program at Sarah Lawrence College. We feel confident that
Dr. Hurst, who has been a member of the faculty of the Health Advocacy Program
for the last thirteen years, will meet the challenges of her new position with caring,
commitment and insight. We look forward to working closely with her as she con-
tinues to shape the program to address the continuous changes that characterize the
health care system today.

— Irene Selver and Karen Martinac
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Where can I get it? In such a culture, el-
ders have little value. There is small re-
gard for wisdom and historical connec-
tion, and almost no recognition that one
generation builds on the achievements
of those before it.

Yet, a significant demographic trans-
formation is in process - America is ag-
ing. By the year 2030, 28 percent of the
population will be over 60, and the num-
ber of those over 85 will triple. There will

be nearly twice as many older adults in
2030 (70 million) as there are today (32
million). Americans are living longer
lives than ever before. This population
revolution presents an extraordinary op-
portunity and challenge for arts organi-
zations, artists and the healthcare sys-
tem.

THE ARTS CONNECTION
As I watch people move through our

arts programs, learning new skills, dis-
covering new parts of themselves, find-
ing creative ways of expressing their per-
ceptions, I have no doubt about it - art
heals. The arts provide preventive and
integrative approaches to healthcare,
building self-esteem and a sense of iden-
tity and belonging, connecting people
and celebrating life. All these things are
part of an individual’s healing process.

Group arts activities bring people to-
gether on common ground, and can
bring healing to a community. Time and
again in ESTA’s programs, I have seen
people learn to observe, explore and cre-
ate together. We lead them to explore
commonalities and differences, essential
building blocks of respect, tolerance, ap-
preciation and enjoyment of each other.

When we connect ages and cultures,
it’s obvious the arts are a tool for social
change, in and out of institutions. Incor-
porate community-building arts projects
into the healthcare system and they can’t
help but change the nature of the rela-

Really Caring
Continued from page 1

tionships in surprising, ongoing ways
Our collaboration - murals, plays, mu-
sic, dance and writing projects -often
bring unlikely partners to the table. Once
they are working creatively together,
they give themselves permission to
stretch their imaginations toward criti-
cal thinking, decision-making,
problem-solving.

ESTA’s cross-generational festivals
are a real celebration of cultural diver-

sity, bringing our commu-
nity performing-arts
groups together to create
ceremonies that recognize
the special place of each
generation. The festival is
a place where they can
come together to see, dis-
cuss, share, question and
appreciate each other. You
can literally see the con-
nection being made as ex-

ploration and creativity deepen caring
community relationships.

Inside institutions, arts projects can
help to stabilize communities experienc-
ing the tension around difference that re-
sults in disrespect, violence and
burn-out. Arts programs can create posi-
tive, invigorating, life-giving and
life-sustaining activities that, again,
make those human connections. In a car-
ing, connected community, people are
more likely to stay healthy because they
look out for each other.

THE ESTA MODELS
ESTA has two very use-

ful programs called
Legacy Works that help to
close the gap in the con-
tinuum of healthcare by
identifying community
needs. One is an
i n t e r g e n e r a t i o n a l
homebound program in
Manhattan’s East Harlem
(El Barrio), the other is a
program at a long-term
care facility, St. Alban’s V.A. Hospital in
Queens.

The problems that confront each com-
munity are different. The East Harlem
neighborhood lacks resources and con-
nections to coordinate the healthcare
system. At St. Alban’s everyone is un-
der one roof, but the medical hierarchy
determines the quality of life, and people

are defined by their illness. In both cases,
people want more control over their lives
and are looking for supportive human
relationships.

To give you an overview of the full
scope of our arts activities, ESTA is the
only comprehensive resource center on
arts for the aging in New York City and,
as far as we can determine, in the na-
tion. We believe the vital key to improv-
ing the scope and quality of creative arts
programs for elders and their commu-
nities is the linking of generations and
cultures. One of our most creative, thera-
peutic and empowering tools for work-
ing with elders and intergenerational
groups has been the life review process.

In this process, ESTA’s staff of profes-
sional artists conducts workshops in
storytelling and interviewing skills, en-
abling participants to integrate past ex-
periences into their present lives. They
then transform these experiences into an
art form: theatre, dance, music, writing
or visual art.

We conduct 20 such Living History
programs in New York City, directly
serving about 1,000 older adults and
young people each year. Each program
year culminates in a series of Living His-
tory festivals that celebrate their wis-
dom, vitality and cultural legacy by pre-
senting their creative work at commu-
nity centers, senior centers, schools,
museums, nursing homes and hospitals.

These activities have sparked many
senior arts coalitions, like Pearls of Wis-
dom, a group of older storytellers, and a

traveling exhibit of work by older visual
artists called “Discoveries.” We also train
artists, educators and healthcare profes-
sionals to create ESTA model programs,
reaching more than 15,000 people each
year.

Legacy Works, our visual arts pro-
gram, aims at creating artworks by inte-
grating the stories from an elder’s life.

‘‘ ‘‘Arts programs tap into

all aspects of a person’s

well-being.

‘‘ ‘‘... I know the arts can

reconnect people, even in

this bare-bones economy...

Continued on page 4
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HOLISTIC is an Adjective ...
Not a Noun

With our help, older people can trans-
form their memories into Life Books,
collages and tape stories to pass on to
relatives and friends. If
intergenerational, this activity can also
bring communities together by creating
lasting personal relationships between
young and old.

CONCLUSION
At a time when instability, loss and

isolation threaten the quality of life, older
adults need meaningful activities to help
them pass on values and history that can

Really Caring

connect generations. Art making can
make a great difference. Art programs
like Legacy Works make partnerships
both in the community and in the insti-
tution that help to fundamentally change
the nature of human relationships.
Through programs like these, many
thousands of unheard Americans, old
and young, have found their voices, ex-
pressing themselves in a resonant affir-
mation of their life stories and cultural
heritage.

[For further information on ESTA and on

Continued from page 3

it’s training programs, please contact ESTA
at (212) 780-1928]

Susan Perlstein, M.S.W., founding Director
of Elders Share the Arts, is an educator, so-
cial worker, organizer, administrator and an
artist and author, writing on creativity,
arts-in-education and aging. She is a consult-
ant for The New York City Department of
Cultural Affairs and the New York City Board
of Education. In the Spring of 1997, Ms.
Perlstein received the Tunick Award from the
National Council on Aging for innovative and
pioneering work in the field of aging.

From an article by Suzan Walter, President, American Holistic Health Association

Are you confused about the meaning of holistic? Have you ever been discussing holistic health and discovered that the
other person was defining holistic in a totally different way than you? This is not surprising, since there are no ac-
cepted standard definitions for holistic, holistic health, or holistic medicine. Most usage falls within two common
definitions:

• Holistic as a whole made up of interdependent parts. You are most likely to hear these parts referred to as 1)
the mind/ body connection, 2) mind/ body/ spirit, or 3) physical mental emotional spiritual aspects. When
this meaning is applied to illness, it is called holistic medicine and includes a number of factors, such as 1)
dealing with the root cause of an illness, 2) increasing patient involvement, and 3) considering both conven-
tional (allopathic) and complementary (alternative) therapies.

• Holistic as a synonym for alternative therapies. By this definition, “going holistic” means turning away
from any conventional medical options and using alternative treatment exclusively. This meaning mainly
relates to illness situations, and sometimes is used for controversial therapies.

The expanded perspective of holistic as considering the whole person and the whole situation allows us to apply holistic as an
adjective to anything. For example, we can develop a new project at work or re-organize our life holistically. When illness is
involved, the broad definition of holistic allows us to integrate both conventional and complementary therapies. Consider adopting
this holistic approach to your life.

AHHA’s holistic approach

The American Holistic Health Association (AHHA) promotes holistic health as an approach to creating wellness which encour-
ages you to:

• Balance and integrate your physical, mental, emotional and spiritual aspects
• Establish respectful, cooperative relationships with others and the environment
• Make wellness-oriented lifestyle choices
• Actively participate in your health decisions and healing process.

You are invited to peruse the other information in the AHHA section on the Internet and explore incorporating this holistic approach into your life.

Suzan Walter, M.B.A., is co-founder and current president of the American Holistic Health Association, and past president of the American
Holistic Medical Association. She is the creator and director of the Global Health Calendar on the Internet Health World Online (http://
www.healthy.net), and facilitates networking for speakers, practitioners and healthcare associates within this web site.
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Have you ever heard surgery
described as a thoroughly
delightful experience? So
enjoyable that you’ll look for-

ward to repeating it as often as you can?
Yeah, right! Neither have I.

All surgery is stressful and raises uni-
versal feelings of anxiety in patients of
all ages. For many, it takes only one trau-
matic experience to produce lasting anxi-
ety easily triggered by a subsequent need
for surgery. On a global scale, we still
don’t know how to reduce harmful ef-
fects of anxiety and stress exacerbated
by the surgical time frame. Nor do we
really understand how best to protect
patients from hearing damaging conver-
sation and noise before, during and af-
ter surgery. We do know that psycho-
logical preparation for surgery enhances
postoperative recovery, yet hospitals
cannot afford the time or staff to work
with patients preoperatively. Although
it is well documented that hearing is the
last sense to go (auditory pathways are
not effected by anesthesia and hearing
remains intact during surgery), surgeons
and other medical professionals have
largely ignored research findings. They
have not yet seriously addressed the pre-
vention of auditory perception under an-
esthesia, and with it, the traumatic re-
call for surgical events that follows when
memory persists or remains buried in
the unconscious.

Nothing will ever take the place of an-
other human being offering warmth,
support and comfort, but when direct
contact is not available to surgical pa-
tients, perioperative audiotapes heard
through earphones are a simple and
cost-effective tool to help patients man-
age the surgical time frame more com-
fortably. Consider the following laundry
list of commonly recognized problems
confronting surgical patients.

Preoperative anxiety—so common
that it’s termed anticipatory anxiety—
can start the moment we’re told we need
surgery, and is likely to include many
of the following: fear of the unknown,
of anesthesia and death, mutilation and
pain. Patients are at their most vulner-
able just prior to surgery, waiting in the
holding area outside the operating room

where there is a final feeling of loss of
control in an unfamiliar environment
which is staffed by strangers. For many
there are additional feelings of isolation
and helplessness...and mounting anxi-
ety.

Auditory perception during surgery
under general anesthesia is only one of
the problems. Consider the plight of pa-
tients who are conscious during surgery
under local or regional anesthesia. Ex-
ample: orthopedic surgery requiring
drills, reamers, oscillating saws and
other noisy equipment used in the aver-
age operating room such as monitoring
devices and alarms, ventilators, suckers,
pumps, pagers, intercoms and tele-
phones, together with the clanging of
metal bowls and instruments. (The just
audible rustle of leaves measures 10 deci-
bels; a very quiet whisper, 20 decibels; a
sucker in use, 75-80 decibels and a stain-
less steel bowl falling onto a tile floor,
108 decibels.) Is this restful or what? Ol-
factory sense remains intact for patients
who are conscious, and they can smell
their own flesh being cauterized. Nor-
mal operating room conversation and

banter can be overheard as threatening
or confusing, and while responses obvi-
ously vary from patient to patient, many
report a growing sense of vulnerability
...and rising anxiety.

For patients in recovery from surgery,
the postanesthesia care unit can feel like
a waking nightmare, particularly in large
metropolitan hospitals where the pace
is frantic and contact with staff limited
to medical procedures. There is rarely
time for reassuring emotional support,
and patients experience everything from
disorientation from surgery, anesthesia

and other medications, to difficulty see-
ing and speaking, extreme sensitivity to
light and sound, and discomfort related
to the surgery itself and unpleasant post-
operative procedures. While anxiety
continues to mount...and mount.

Now consider the same pre-, intra-,
post-operative scenes re-played. This
time the patient equipped with tapes,
walkman and earphones; each tape giv-
ing simple messages of information, re-
assurance and suggestions against a
background of music designed to soothe
and relax the listener. The pre-op tape
acknowledges the presence of anxiety as
patients - both at home and later in the
hospital - wait for surgery to start. i.e.
“The tape that you are listening to was
made especially for patients to hear be-
fore they have surgery...this is a particu-
larly difficult time for everyone, and so
this tape was made to help you feel as
comfortable as you can while you
wait....” An intra-op tape prevents pa-
tients from being exposed to noise and
conversation in the operating room, yet
allows OR staff complete freedom to dis-
cuss anything they like without danger

of being heard, and a
post-op tape ac-
knowledges discom-
forts inherent in early
recovery, with spe-
cific suggestions to
help patients manage
this stressful period.

Based on my expe-
riences as a
cardiothoracic social
worker at Mount
Sinai Medical Center
in Manhattan, on a
review of the litera-

ture and on interviews with surgeons
and anesthesiologists, I tailored my
scripts to patients having general anes-
thesia or local/regional anesthesia. On
the advice of a breast surgeon (who was
also head of the Physicians’ Orchestra),
I wrote a one size fits all script for each
surgical time frame, with the specific
goal of preventing (or at least reducing)
perioperative anxiety and stress. I also
tried to avoid raising anxiety. While
some patients want to know everything
in detail, others panic at the word
‘needle’. I tried to limit information and

Perioperative Audiotapes:
Audio Rx for Surgical Patients
By Linda Rodgers, C.S.W.

‘‘ ‘‘We do know that psychological

preparation for surgery enhances

postoperative recovery ...

Continued on page 6
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to keep it simple. No jargon. No theory.
The timing of information is another im-
portant consideration, optimally given
well in advance of hospitalization so that
questions can be raised and answered
leisurely rather than in the pressured
time period preceding surgery when pa-
tients are least able to understand and
assimilate threatening material.

Based on a musical background and
training as a classical pianist and com-
poser, I researched the choices of music
for patients to hear perioperatively. In
the process I learned about something
called ANXIOLYTIC MUSIC (pro-
nounced ank-see-o-lit-ic) which simply
means music, or musical sounds, de-
signed to reduce anxiety. Anxiolytic
music treats sound softly and gently.
There are no abrupt shifts in volume and
nothing to startle the listener. Sound
moves consistently, flowing smoothly,
enveloping and sedating by avoiding
traditional forms of music we have
learned to anticipate. Anxiolytic music
is best understood broken down into
two categories. The first deals with fa-
miliar stuff, material so well known that
we tend to overlook it. Familiar music
evokes memories and associations dif-
ferent for each of us. The same Sinatra
ballad that warms my nostalgic heart
may remind you of a romance turned
sour, and even the same Brahms sym-
phony, exhilarating on Tuesday, may
provoke aching sadness on Wednesday.
It’s hard to predict how any of us will
respond to music that we know and
since surgical patients are uncommonly
vulnerable, it suggests a need for cau-
tion in selecting music for them to hear.

Note: I should add that when patients
express a musical preference, naturally
it should be respected.

The second category deals with the
structure of music - all the other stuff that
we hear without tuning in completely -
such as melody, harmony, rhythm, in-

strumentation and sound. Melodies are
structured to create a beginning, a
middle and an end. When we know the
melody, we not only know where it’s
going, we know how it’s going to get
there. Try singing the following round
out loud: “ Row, row, row
your boat gently down the
stream, Merrily, merrily,
merrily, merrily, Life is...”
When you deliberately cut
yourself off from singing
“...but a dream”, you’re
really rocking the me-
lodic/lyrical boat! It’s un-
settling, not to be able to
complete the phrase. An-
ticipating the melody’s
progression and then
waiting for the melodic
line to end creates ex-
pected tension: both mind and body held
suspended until the melody ends. How-
ever, if we want surgical patients to re-
lax, music without melody may be the
most restful and comfortable way to lis-
ten. Harmony, similar to melody, is used
principally to stimulate tension and sus-
tain interest, so when we want surgical
patients to relax, we’ll give them simple,
uncomplicated clear sounds to hear.
Rhythm, with its primal connection to
heart sounds in the uterus, is something
we’ve all known and will never lose. The
beat goes on in our own pulse. Anything
above a normal heart rate of 72 energizes
(marching band or aerobic fitness mu-
sic) and below the rate of 72 tends to slow
us down. Irregular beats are comparable
to arrhythmia and usually used to pro-
duce a jarring effect. And so like music

without melody and
distinct harmony, an
absence of rhythm
with controlling
beats allows us free-
dom to set our own
individually rhyth-
mic clock as we lis-
ten. Common sense
suggests a choice of
instruments resonat-
ing in mid-range. Re-

corders, piccolos and any high-pitched
instrument will soon begin to feel like
an assault on your head, while bassoons
and timpani tend to vibrate uncomfort-
ably in the low-end zone of the body.
For surgical patients, some of the most
soothing sounds include strings and

woodwinds in mid-range (violins, cel-
los, oboes) in addition to piano and xy-
lophone. Although mellifluous and
Iyrical, I avoided using the harp out of
concern that it may conjure up the wrong
message for surgical patients.

In summary, anxiolytic music avoids
songs and familiar music that can trig-
ger harmful memories and associations.
It avoids melody, stimulating harmony,
and rhythm that serve to arouse the lis-
tener. Instruments are chosen for their
gentle and tranquilizing effects.
Anxiolytic music is an especially user-
friendly sound package for surgical pa-
tients. It is a uniquely calming and
non-pharmaceutical form of audio an-
algesia designed to reduce anxiety and
stress. Patients seem to like it.

But that doesn’t mean perioperative
audiotapes are being used routinely by
patients, much less accepted by the es-
tablished medical community. Hospitals
and doctors are reluctant to approve new
health interventions without first docu-
menting statistically significant proof of
their efficacy. Despite ongoing research
and compelling data indicating broad
benefits to patients using mind body in-
terventions, hospital and managed care
systems remain both indifferent to, as
well as ignorant of, the literature. In their
defense, and given the crisis in
healthcare today, it’s understandable
that implementing perioperative audio-
tapes is not high on the priority list of
the medical establishment. Although
there are impressive numbers of
healthcare professionals working within
medical institutions to mount
well-designed studies to document the
psychological, medical and financial
benefits of surgical audiotapes, progress
is painfully slow. And in the
meantime...patients are waiting....

Perioperative Audiotapes

‘‘ ‘‘How to get them accepted

and into use ... is

another matter.

Continued from page 5

‘‘ ‘‘Anticipating the melody’s

progression and then waiting

for the melodic line to end

creates expected tension ...

Continued on page 8
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Musical Therapy in
Hospice Care
by Rima Starr, M.A., C.M.T.

Today’s health care worker must
consider the total patient—a
physical, psychological, spiri-
tual and social being, reaching

out to us for help. The medical profes-
sion is slowly becoming less resistant to
the role of adjunct or alternative thera-
pies, broadening their scope of treatment
possibilities, awakening to the fact that
therapy has moved beyond medicine.

Music therapy is an integral compo-
nent of the interdisciplinary team of
healthcare professionals at the Jacob
Perlow Hospice, Beth Israel Medical
Center in New York City. The focus is
on comfort and on enhancing the qual-
ity of life of the dying patients and their
families. Even when there is no longer
the possibility of physical healing, mean-
ingful changes often occur on emotional,
spiritual and social levels - resolving life-
long conflicts, mending broken relation-
ships and learning vital life lessons.

Lessening pain, facilitating life review,
providing pleasant, often joyful, diver-
sion, family bonding experiences, social
stimulation, enhancing spiritual support
and inspiration, reconnecting patients to
their ethnic or religious background, re-
laxing or energizing, lessening anxiety
and/or fear: these are the Hospice goals

addressed by Music Therapy. The
patient’s self-esteem and sense of con-
trol is greatly enhanced by experiencing
musical mastery activities facilitated by
the therapist, thereby empowering the

families in their caregiving role and en-
hancing their coping skills.

“I can’t remember when I’ve seen you
this happy,” said a
patient’s husband, as they
shared their fond memo-
ries evoked by the famil-
iar old songs they’d just
sung. “It’s been years since
I’ve sung,” said his wife
with a proud smile. She
seemed to welcome each
song as one would a
long-lost friend. Her affect
brightened as she added
maracas and other rhythm
instruments to her musical
expression. This
eighty-four year old colon cancer patient
and her husband of sixty years shared a
joyous, empowering, nostalgic activity
which was not illness related. She died
three days after.

Music Therapy offers the demented
or Alzheimer’s Hospice patient a means
of communication, of reconnecting to
loved ones, a way out of isolation and
withdrawal. The music center of the
brain is the most primitive and the last
to deteriorate. When verbal communi-
cation is no longer possible, music pro-
vides a new language, a means of self-
expression: the patient who can no
longer complete a full sentence, can of-

ten sing entire songs.
Families who have cared
for their loved ones for
years, watching their pain-
fully slow deterioration,
are often elated to find
their new caregiving
“tool”. The enjoyable mu-
sical activities learned in
the therapy sessions can
be incorporated into their
daily routines. The lan-
guage of music can thus
restore their family bond.

Research has shown
that music actually de-
creases pain perception by

reducing muscular tension, lessening
feelings of helplessness and by evoking
emotions which trigger the release of en-
dorphins, the body’s natural opiates.
Also, listening occupies some of the neu-

rotransmitters, resulting in fewer avail-
able for sending pain messages.

“Music transforms me,” said Jenny, a

forty-two year old cancer patient, when
asked what could be done to help her
with the intense breakthrough pain she
was experiencing at the beginning of her
session. She was asked to choose a fa-
vorite song to be sung for her. She chose
“Tell Me Why”, a poignantly beautiful
and timely old camp song. Jenny’s gri-
maced expression softened as she sur-
prisingly joined in the singing. Provid-
ing the harmony, she seemed to feel
empowered by a sense of mastery and
control, so important for cancer patients
who have lost most things in their envi-
ronment, including and especially their
own body.

Her posture changed dramatically
during that forty-five minute session,
from being curled up in a fetal position
to sitting upright in bed. Color returned
to her cheeks as her face softened in a
faint smile. Her energy level increased.
“What a wonderful job you have,” said
Jenny, who was a successful,
still-practicing Freudian psychoanalyst.
“You leave so much happiness behind
you.” She reached for the tambourine.

A few days later, only two hours be-
fore her death, nine of Jenny’s friends
stood around her bed. “Sing to me,
please;” those were her last words. Jenny
had a peaceful death as her friends sang
the last verse of her favorite song - “...
because God made you, that’s why we
love you.”

The eighty-six year old colon cancer
patient awoke, as if from a brief nap, to
the gentle sounds of Hungarian

‘‘ ‘‘... meaningful changes often

occur on emotional, spiritual

and social levels ...

Continued on page 8

‘‘ ‘‘Families ... are often

elated to find a

new caregiving tool.
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children’s songs sung close to his ear as
his wife looked on in astonishment. It
remains a mystery how and why music
pierced through the depth of his coma,
singing him back from the silence.

Music speaks to us in ways that the
heart and soul understand, working its
wonders when all else fails. “Frequently
the non-responsive respond; the bellig-
erent cooperate; the guarded open up;
the hopeless find renewed meaning.”
(Lane: Oncology Nurses Forum) This
special healing occurs in both the patient

Music Therapy
Continued from page 7

“Perhaps common sense will rule
when doctors, hospitals, and HMOs are
pressured by ‘consumers’—the pa-
tients—who intuitively believe they
need support and preparation for sur-
gery, and who vigorously assert that
need.” (Dreher 1998) When patients call

to order my surgical audiotapes, I rou-
tinely advise them to tell their surgeon
or anesthesiologist, in advance of being
admitted to the hospital, about their in-
tention of listening to the tapes before,
during and after surgery. If I hear a plain-
tive, “Suppose they say, No, what’ll I tell
them?” I swing into my best
Patient-as-Consumer Advocate position
and try to cover basic material such as:
Notifying your doctors in advance gives
them time to decide where to place the
walkman during your surgery, and how
to handle your earphones if they need
to speak to you. Sterility is not a prob-
lem but you might want to put your
walkman into a zip lock bag as protec-

tion for the walkman. Battery-operated
walkmans cannot generate “electrical
sparks” in the operating room because
they are powered by batteries and not
by electricity! (I checked this out with the
engineering departments of several large
Manhattan teaching hospitals.) The most

you will need is some co-
operation in changing
tapes during the different
stages of surgery, and
someone in the OR will
definitely be able to
handle that for you. Us-
ing perioperative audio-
tapes is not exactly rocket
science. How to get them
accepted and into use by
every surgical patient
who wants them, is an-
other matter.

Some patients are
more skilled than others in negotiating
their rights as consumers. But for those
who are easily intimidated by their doc-
tor or ill prepared to navigate a complex
medical/surgical system, health advo-
cacy professionals are natural allies. Pa-
tients, acting as consumers, need to
know how best to advocate for them-
selves, and healthcare advocates are
uniquely qualified to help advance the
concept of using perioperative audio-
tapes by informing and educating both
the patients and members of the medi-
cal community.

Linda Rodgers, C.S.W., is president of the
Audio Prescriptives Foundation, established

Perioperative Audiotapes
Continued from page 6

and the caregiver. “The profound mean-
ing of music and its essential aim is to
promote a communication, a union of
man with his fellow man and with the
Supreme Being.” (Stravinsky)

Rima Joy Starr, a Certified Music Therapist,
is a classically trained singer with a back-
ground in opera and musical theatre. She
holds a Masters Degree in Music Therapy
from New York University and received ad-
vanced training at Israel’s Rubin Academy
of Music and at the Institute for Expressive

Psychoanalysis in New York City. Ms. Starr
currently hold the position of Music Thera-
pist at the Jacob Perlow Hospice, Beth Israel
Medical Center, where she works with dy-
ing patients and their families. She is also a
nationally known public speaker, lecturing
and presenting training workshops for
caregivers, both professional and
non-professional.

[For more information on Music Therapy or
on starting such a program, please contact
Rima Starr at (212) 420-2409]

Women At Risk
1998-1999 Lecture Series

SPONSORED BY PFIZER INC

January 14, 1999
Complementary/Alternative
Medicine’s Role in Facing

Health Challenges
Jery Whitworth, RN, CCP

Lecture will be held at 6:30 p.m. at
Columbia-Presbyterian Eastside,

located at 16 East 60th Street.
Seating is limited.

Reservations are required;
please call (212) 326-5633

‘‘ ‘‘Sound moves consistently,

flowing smoothly, enveloping

and sedating by avoiding

traditional forms of music ...

as an education and research foundation pro-
ducing perioperative audiotapes. A recog-
nized composer and classically trained mu-
sician, she also sits on the boards of the
Juilliard Council, the Hastings Center, the
New York Hospital-Cornell Medical Center,
the Alcoholism Council of Greater New York,
the Brookdale Institute on Aging and the
Citizens’ Committee for Children of New
York.
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Sanctuary is a physical plan extolling the
beauty of nature written in the lines of the
earth. —Ralph Waldo Emerson

The word/concept SANCTU-
ARY is derived from the Latin
“sanctus,” meaning holy. The
word/concept GARDEN is de-

rived from the Indo/European root of
“gher,” meaning enclosure. Through my
work as an artist, as a gardener, and as a
healer I seek to create secular sanctuary
gardens in both literal and allegorical
forms.

Nine years ago, the revelatory expe-
rience of breast cancer transformed my
practice of the previous fifteen years de-
signing and building gardens - gardens
which wove distinct sculptures, paved
surfaces, earth, water, and plants into
three-dimensional informal and formal
installations of gardens.

The first residential garden I was com-
missioned to do - three days out of the
hospital - was “The Garden of Divorce,”
a garden which transformed. All the
projects had been left unfinished by the
departed husband, including the con-
crete terrace poorly installed by the same
departed husband. In collaboration with
Nina, all the previous dysfunctional
physical elements were woven into the
text of the land to create a unique expres-
sion of sculptural forms—the process of
creation—the cultivation of the earth.
The restoration of balance to an
imbalanced environment has healed a
significant trauma both for Nina and,
ironically, for myself. Her garden is an
aesthetic emotional sanctuary which we
have transformed from a barren expres-
sion of unfulfilled promises into a dy-
namic garden of startling, complex

forms. This is manifestly a personal sanc-
tuary responsive to the unique require-
ments of an individual. Personally, this
was the first designed garden completed
after the light of mortality was lit. I was
blind but now I see (just a little bit). The
evidence of my mortality ignited a per-
sonal search for spiritual meaning in the
creation of gardens - I literally focused
on unearthing the symbols, the refer-
ences, the physical manifestations of
my/our (in collaboration with clients)
spiritual relationship to the garden. This
passion was motivated by my own per-
sonal search to recreate a balanced har-
mony - to comprehend the process of
control - to transform an untended gar-
den gone wild - to join in collaboration
with personal clients and corporate cli-
ents to discover their respective bound-
aries - the creation of an internal order -
the balance of form and function within
nature which would contribute to the

creation of a sanctuary.
At the same point in

time I was creating the
Divorce Garden, The
Norris Cancer Center
commissioned my firm
to create a sanctuary
garden on a one-acre
site adjacent to the hos-
pital (located in Los
Angeles), which
would foster an envi-
ronment for patients,

family members and staff in which these
individuals could find solace sur-
rounded by the beneficence of florifer-
ous gardens. This garden was to be a
spiritual resource for an outstanding
medical facility.

We accomplished this request. Bound-
aries. A walled garden of bougainvillea
brimming with color and thorns protects
the visitor. Water. Water brims over sen-
sual black forms of stone, constantly
flowing, creating the sound of move-
ment. Color. Dappled light, shifts
through a cloud of lavender and pink
petals. The canopies of jacarandas and
Hong Kong orchid trees which are
viewed not only from the ground plane,
but also from the ten-story hospital
wing. Complexity, Cycle of Life. The clouds
of color disperse, transforming the grove
of trees into a graceful, sculptural mass

of branches. Across the series of de-
scending terraces, thousands of iris
bloom, extending the cycle of life another
year. This is a dynamic garden of trans-
formation. Sensual Comfort. Scented jas-
mine blooms on trellis frameworks
which bisect the circular form of the gar-
den, offering personal individual spaces
for patients to sit on wooden benches
amidst scented green walls. This garden
offers the community of this facility a
sanctuary in which to contemplate, to re-
store a spiritual balance within the safety
of the garden - removed from the dis-
tractions and contusions which pull and
push our psyches outside The Wall.

I have since created different physi-
cal forms in nature which respond to the
request both personal and institutional
to created sanctuary gardens:
• Bank of America of San Francisco–a

one-acre roof garden, for the benefit
of 2,000 tired employees. Harper’s Ba-
zaar, August 1994.

• Marin Cancer Institute, Marin, Califor-
nia - a 600 square foot sanctuary gar-
den adjacent to the radiation waiting
room. Materials: water, stone and
plants which are used pharmacologi-
cally in the course of treatment of vari-
ous cancers. New York Times Cover
Home Section, December 29, 1994.

• San Diego Children’s Hospital, San Di-
ego, California - 6000 square-foot gar-
den. See: Gardens Illustrated,
August-September 1998.

• Alzheimer Garden, Corte Madera,
California - Senior Access Center.

• Beth Israel Hospital North, New York,
NY - 2000 square foot terrace garden
commissioned for children residing at
“The Inn”.

• Highland Hospital, Oakland, Califor-
nia - a public hospital within which I
have developed a learning museum
throughout the hospital which focuses
on the diversity and communality of
cultural expressions. Harper’s Bazaar,
August 1994.

• Che Garden, San Francisco, Califor-
nia–a physical koan for meditation
with an eight foot in diameter bowl of
water lit by neon. See: Metropolitan
Home, March-April 1997.

• 340 Lombard St., San Francisco–
walled garden of giant timber bam-
boo. You enter through sandblasted

‘‘‘‘This garden offers the
community of this facility a

sanctuary ... to restore
a spiritual balance within the

safety of the garden ...

Sanctuary Gardens:
Roots – Words – Meaning
by Topher Delaney

Continued on page 11
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When nurse Mary Ellen en-
tered Room 405 at St.
Agnes Medical Center in
Fresno, California, she

was not only greeted by a smiling pa-
tient, but also by a Golden Retriever with
a wagging tail! Toni was the patient and
the wagging tail belonged to her guide
dog Escort. Escort was present during
Toni’s pre-operative procedure and two-
day hospitalization. In contrast, Nikki
Deptula was not allowed to have her
service dog with her during her hospi-
talization at Johns Hopkins.

Some medical facilities welcome dis-
abled visitors accompanied by assistance
dogs, while others attempt to exclude
them. Some assistance dog partners are
employed in medical facilities, while oth-
ers are denied the right to bring their
dogs to work. In many cases of access
denial to medical facilities, claims have
been filed against the hospital and these
cases are working their way through the
legal system. Hopefully, with greater
understanding of the role assistance
dogs play in the lives of their disabled
partners, future illegal access denials will
be avoided.

THE WORK OF ASSISTANCE DOGS
Guide dogs for the blind have been

known in this country since 1929, but
more recently, dog power has been har-
nessed to assist people with other dis-
abilities. Guide dogs assist their blind
and visually impaired teammates to
safely negotiate their environment. They
stop at curbs and steps, go around ob-
stacles, locate entrances and exits and
avoid moving objects including cars, bi-
cycles, shopping carts and people. They
are taught intelligent disobedience and
will refuse a command perceived as dan-
gerous or unreasonable.

Hearing dogs assist their deaf and
hard-of-hearing teammates by alerting
them to unheard sounds in the environ-
ment. These dogs make physical contact
with their partners and lead them to the
source of the sound. Dogs will alert to
the smoke alarm, door knock or bell, tele-
phone, alarm clock and kitchen timer.
Among other things, dogs can be trained
for a baby cry, emergency siren or the

partner’s name.
Service dogs assist people with physi-

cal disabilities in a variety of ways. One
of their universal tasks is retrieving re-
quested or dropped items. They also
turn switches on and off, open and close
doors, push elevator buttons, pull wheel-
chairs and act as support for people with
balance problems.

ASSISTANCE DOGS IN
MEDICAL FACILITIES

Toni was driven to her out-patient
post-surgery chemotherapy treatments
by a friend. What role did Escort play in
this setting? He expertly guided her into
the facility, found an empty seat and fol-
lowed the nurse into the treatment ar-
eas. During her hospitalization he was
available to assist her to safely ambulate
prior to her release. As a trained guide,
he helped her skirt other patients,
portapotties, meal trays and wheelchairs
as the team navigated the hospital corri-
dors. In similar fashion, blind visitors
and employees need to be mobile and

their guide dogs are the means of achiev-
ing this goal.

A hearing dog would alert his/her
hard-of-hearing or deaf partner when
called for examination or treatment in
an out-patient setting. The dog would
be helpful to his hospitalized partner in
many ways. If the bedside telephone
rings, equipment warning alarms sound
or a staff member wants to get the
patient’s attention, the hearing dog
would go into action. Deaf or hard-
of-hearing visitors and employees also
depend on the alerting services of their
hearing dogs.

In an out-patient facility, service dogs
would assist their partners by pulling the
wheelchair, provide balance and sup-
port for those with unsteady gaits, pull
open heavy doors and push elevator
buttons. Had Nikki Deptula been al-
lowed to have her dog in the hospital,
he would have retrieved her cane and

assisted her to ambulate as part of her
recovery process. Service dogs provide
these and many other needed tasks for
physically disabled visitors and staff
members.

REASONS FOR ASSISTANCE
DOG EXCLUSION

Based on the experience of people
with disabilities denied the right to be
accompanied by their canine assistants
in medical facilities, especially hospitals,
a variety of reasons have been cited.
Among these are spread of disease and
infection control, fearful or allergic pa-
tients or co-workers, misbehavior of the
dog, unwillingness of staff to care for the
dog and misunderstanding of the dog’s
function.

According to epidemiologists, the
probability of transmission of diseases
from canines to humans is insignificant.
For contagion to occur, vulnerable hu-
mans would have to come in direct con-
tact with canine feces or urine. The prob-
ability of this happening is extremely
remote. According to these same experts,
the risk of sick assistance dogs in hospi-
tals is certainly much less than the risk
of the presence of sick visitors and other
patients.

Balancing the rights of patients and
co-workers allergic to or afraid of dogs
with the rights of those partnered with

assistance dogs is a difficult
task. In most circumstances,
dog phobic or allergic people
could easily avoid interact-
ing with a disabled visitor,
patient or staff member ac-
companied by an assistance
dog. Although a small mi-
nority of patients express

dislike or fear of dogs, the vast majority
express pleasure and openly welcome
canine visitors.

Concern that dogs may be disruptive
and poorly behaved seems to be based
on lack of knowledge about working
canines. Assistance dogs are carefully se-
lected and go through an intensive train-
ing period. They are under the control
of their disabled handlers and behave
properly in public places. Dogs should
lie out of the way and not interfere with
medical procedures.

Whether a disabled patient is being
treated in the hospital or as an
out-patient, medical personnel are not
required to exercise, feed or care for the
assistance dog. If the disabled partner is
not able to care for the dog then he/she
must make arrangements for someone
else to do so. In many cases, however,
nurses and aides vie for the opportunity

Assistance Dogs in
Medical Facilities
by Toni and Ed Eames

Continued on page 11

‘‘
‘‘

It is essential to know
what the dog does for the

disabled partner.
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to take care of the dog.
At first glance, the position that staff

can provide all the services needed by a
hospitalized patient seems reasonable.
Based on such a belief, the assistance
dog’s presence is not needed. This as-
sumption disregards many of the work
activities performed by assistance dogs
in hospital settings such as those previ-
ously described. Frequently, nurses and
aides are overworked and cannot re-
spond immediately to the needs of their
patients, while the canine partner is al-
ways ready to assist. An additional ele-
ment overlooked by those fostering this
view is the disabled person’s perception
of the dog as intimately intertwined with
his/her life. They are a team. The deci-
sion to work with an assistance dog is
not taken lightly. Working with the
trained dog fosters a sense of indepen-
dence and self-confidence often not
known before. The bond is so strong,
separation frequently causes increased
stress for both dog and patient.

Going beyond the in-patient setting,
there are some situations in which hos-
pital authorities claim visitors and em-
ployees do not need their assistance dogs
because other staff members can do
whatever is needed. When we were de-
nied the right to visit a friend in St. John
Medical Center in Tulsa, Oklahoma (see
Nursing Management, 1997), the admin-
istration claimed it was offering reason-
able accommodation by providing the
guiding services of an untrained staff
member. In some employment cases, the
administration claims other staff mem-
bers can provide all the service needed

by a disabled employee and, based on
this mistaken belief, has barred the pres-
ence of the assistance dog.

WHAT’S THE LAW?
The Americans with Disabilities Act

of 1990 (ADA) is frequently cited as the
law guaranteeing access to all places of
public accommodation, including hos-
pitals, for disabled people accompanied

by assistance dogs. However, well be-
fore the ADA became law, Section 504
of the Rehabilitation Act of 1973 and its
subsequent re-authorization prohibited
discrimination against people with dis-
abilities in federal programs and all in-
stitutions receiving federal funds. Over
time the issue of the rights of blind
people to be accompanied by guide dogs
in medical facilities was addressed by
the Department of Health and Human
Services (HHS) under Section 504. In a
memorandum dated March 24, 1988,
HHS determined that guide dogs must
be permitted in all areas of the hospital
with the exception of those in which the
dog would threaten the ability of the
medical facility to provide its services to
patients. This document makes clear that
a denial of access must be based on a real
rather than an assumed threat to the
medical service provider receiving fed-
eral funds. Stereotypes or past experi-

Assistance Dogs ence with other guide dogs cannot be the
basis of denial. Since all hospitals receive
federal funds, this memorandum ap-
plied to visitors, patients and employ-
ees. After the passage of the ADA, this
mandate was extended to hearing and
service dogs.

THE ROLE OF THE PATIENT REPRE-
SENTATIVE

To adequately represent a disabled
patient partnered with an assis-
tance dog it is essential to know
something about what the dog
does for the disabled partner. It
would also be helpful for every
medical facility to develop spe-
cific policies concerning assis-
tance dogs. Such policies must
conform to current legal man-
dates. Once policies are estab-
lished, the role of the patient

representative would be to make sure
these policies are fully implemented.

References
Eames, Ed and Toni, “Interpreting

Legal Mandates: Assistance Dogs in
Medical Facilities,” Nursing Management,
June 1997, 49-51.

Additional Sources
For additional information about as-

sistance dogs and their disabled part-
ners, see Eames, Ed and Toni, Partners
in Independence: A Success Story of Dogs
and the Disabled, Howell Book House,
New York 1997, and A Guide to Guide
Dog Schools.

For further information about con-
sumer organizations, current access
cases, existing training programs, etc.,
contact the International Association of
Assistance Dog Partners, a consumer
advocacy organization. IAADP pub-
lishes a quarterly newsletter, Partners’
Forum and has an Information and Ad-
vocacy Center which can be contacted
by phoning 810-826-3938. IAADP’s web
site is www.iaadp.org.

Toni Eames, M.S., and Ed Eames, Ph.D.,
Adjunct Professors of Sociology at Califor-
nia State University, Fresno, travel and live
with Golden Retriever guide dogs Escort and
Echo. They publish in many animal- and dis-
ability-related magazines.  They are itiner-
ant educators and do workshops for veteri-
nary schools and professional associations,
graduate social science programs and orga-
nizations dealing with the human/compan-
ion animal bond.  Ed and Toni are board
members and officers of the International
Association of Assistance Dog Partners.
Toni was inducted into the National Hall of
Fame for Persons with Disabilities in 1998.

Continued from page 10

‘‘ ‘‘Frequently, nurses cannot
respond immediately, while
the canine partner is always

ready to assist...

glass walls, symbolic of darkness and
light, into the core of the garden. See
Metropolitan Home, March-April 1998.
Our residential work is extensive.

These two particular gardens offer in-
sight into two significantly different ap-
proaches to sanctuary. The Che Garden
exemplifies contemplation focussed on
a central kinetic object; 340 Lombard ex-
emplifies contemplation on the void, the
removal of form to the position where
the boundaries are the dynamic ele-
ments of the core.

“What are bulbs?” he put in quickly.
“They are daffodils and lilies and snow-

drops. They are working in the earth now -

pushing up pale green points because the
spring is coming.”

“Is the spring coming?” he said. “What is
it like? You don’t see it in rooms if you are ill.”

The Secret Garden
Francis Hodges Burnett

Topher Delaney received her B.A. in Land-
scape Architecture at the University of Cali-
fornia at Berkeley. During her twenty-five
year career as a landscape designer, contrac-
tor and artist, she and her design firm
Delaney Cochran & Castillo have been in-
volved in a wide variety of garden projects.
Ms. Delaney’s work is currently featured in
the book Paradise Transformed - Gardens
of the 21st Century.

Sanctuary Gardens: Roots - Words - Meaning
Continued from page 9
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The positive influence of animals
in the healing process has been
long observed and is now being
utilized in a variety of health-

care settings. In fact there are an esti-
mated 2000 animal assisted therapy pro-
grams operating in the United States to-
day.

Borrowing from historical perspec-
tive, Florence Nightingale, in her jour-
nal writings from the Crimean War in
1854-1856, reported the power of ani-
mals to allay anxiety and provide com-
fort. Today, scientific studies have quan-
tified the association between pets and
reduced stress, lower blood pressure and
increased survival rates in patients hos-
pitalized with coronary heart disease. It
has been suggested that pets provide a
spiritual component to healing and bring
out compassionate behavior in people.

St. Vincent’s Hospital in Greenwich
Village, New York, has undertaken a
study to demonstrate an improvement
in both patient recovery and staff satis-
faction when dog visits are a part of the
treatment program. Ellen Martin, a
former Sarah Lawrence professor in the
Health Advocacy Program and Director
of the Patient and Family Relations De-
partment at St. Vincent’s, has spear-
headed the study. Gaining internal alli-
ance from a multi-disciplinary hospital
committee including Nursing, Infection
Control, and Legal Affairs, among oth-

ers, and receiving approval from the
New York State Health Department,
took two years to accomplish. The results
of her efforts are impressive.

On a quantitative level, patients report
improvement in attitude and outlook as
measured by a pre/post questionnaire.
Importantly, staff satisfaction and mo-
rale has been rated very high (5 on a 5

point scale) when evaluated in the con-
text of dog visits.

Qualitatively, having personally ob-
served the behavior and reaction of pa-

tients to dog-visits, the positive
impact is undeniable. To watch
a chronically ill patient with
self-reported feelings of depres-
sion and hopelessness, light up
and laugh when one of the
pet-therapy dogs visits, is a pro-
found experience.

Ms. Martin is presently com-
piling the data and plans to pub-
lish the findings in key journals
shortly.

Reflecting the growing data,
there are a number of academic
institutions adding pet-therapy
specific programs. These include
veterinary schools as well as lib-
eral arts colleges. Mercy College
in Dobbs Ferry, New York, has
a certificate program in Pet As-
sisted Therapy. Their goal is to
provide the theoretical back-

Animal Assisted Therapy
by Cynthia Kemp

‘‘
‘‘

To watch a chronically ill patient

with self-reported feelings of depression

and hopelessness, light up and

laugh when one of the

pet-therapy dogs visits, is

a profound experience.

ground and practical experience needed
by professionals interested in imple-
menting the therapeutic benefits of the
human/companion animal bond.

The peer-reviewed journal, Alternative
Therapies, concludes in its July, 1997, ar-
ticle that “the health value of pets is so
compelling that if pet therapy were a pill,
we would not be able to manufacture it

fast enough.” From a cost-control per-
spective, it is also suggested that thera-
pies that keep patients out of physicians’
offices are likely to be favored and reim-
bursed by health maintenance organiza-
tions.

There are a number of valuable re-
sources available for those interested in
further pursuing the subject of animal
assisted therapy:

1. The Delta Society: 1-800-869-6898
2. Mercy College: Certificate Program

in Pet Assisted Therapy Facilitation
3. www.aat.org/
4. Alternative Therapies, July 1997,

Vol. 3, No 4. “The Healing Power of
Pets” by Larry Dossey, MD

Cynthia Kemp, a student in the Sarah
Lawrence Health Advocacy Program, is cur-
rently a marketing and advertising profes-
sional. She holds a B.A. in Communication
Sciences from the University of Connecti-
cut.
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“If you treat everything with
love, honor and respect, the
Universe will provide.” So
states Leighsa Sharoff, a

certified holistic nurse who teaches the
holistic approach at the School of Nurs-
ing at Long Island University’s Brook-
lyn campus. With a Masters in Psychi-
atric Mental Health, she came to her ap-
proach in nursing through her practice
as a pain management specialist.

Medicine today is moving away from
the paternalism that frequently charac-
terizes the patient/doctor relationship,
with consumers asking to actively par-
ticipate in their own well-being. Accord-
ing to Ms. Sharoff, not only do patients
want to make informed decisions about
their care, but educated and informed
consumers are also looking for ways to
gain control over their pain, both physi-
cal and spiritual/psychic pain. In the
holistic model, the patients must be able
to participate in their own healing. “Pain
often keeps one bound to what one is
while experiencing the pain,” says Ms.
Sharoff. Holistic nursing practices offer
several modalities through which to
“promote health, facilitate healing, and
alleviate suffering” (Code of Ethics for
Holistic Nurses). By helping patients to
honor the pain, to recognize the pain, to
think of the pain as only a part of the
whole, the holistic approach helps them
regain the ability to be what they were
without the pain, or to be who they are
while incorporating the pain.

Ms. Sharoff speaks of the essence of
holistic nursing as “being present in the
moment with the patient.” With an un-
derstanding of the body-mind-spirit as
one, the holistic practitioner becomes an
active listener, making direct contact,
through touch, through eye contact,
through words, or an attentive silence.
Defining holistic as “emphasizing the or-
ganic or functional relationship between
parts and wholes” (Webster’s Seventh
New Collegiate Dictionary), the practi-
tioner, having established a caring
one-on-one contact, becomes a therapeu-
tic partner in helping patients stay in, or
regain, control over their bodies and
spirit. Thus the holistic nurse is available

to participate in the full spectrum of the
healing individual.

Holistic nursing for Ms. Sharoff is “a
way of being,” utilizing different heal-
ing modalities. Biofeedback, the moni-
toring of internal body states with the
use of sensitive electronic instruments,
is one such modality. Aromatherapy,
using the pure essence of oils to awaken
a memory, soothe anxiety, relieve stress,
is another. Music therapy, such as the
use of tapes designed to encourage re-
laxation, or the use of anxiolytic music
as detailed in the accompanying article
by Linda Rodgers, is a third modality
used in holistic nursing. Therapeutic
touch, where the practitioners use their
own energy field to help release trapped
energy (the hot spot of pain) in the pa-
tient, facilitates the flow of healthy en-
ergy once again through the body.

Deep-breathing relaxation and inter-
active guided imagery are two modali-
ties in which Ms. Sharoff is a specialist
in her own practice of holistic nursing.
Describing how often, as adults, we
breathe engaging our neck and shoul-
ders, she teaches relaxation through ab-
dominal breathing, allow-
ing, through lung expan-
sion, the natural oxygen-
ation of the body. Imagery
is a means by which,
through the creative es-
sence of the mind, a per-
son establishes for himself
or herself a “safe place” to
go to in times of stress, of
anxiety.

As a teacher of holistic nursing, Ms.
Sharoff speaks of the need for practitio-
ners to increase their own personal sense
of self-awareness: “Holistic nurses strive
to achieve harmony in their own lives
and assist others to do the same” (Code
of Ethics for Holistic Nurses). Through
the use of the modalities mentioned, Ms.
Sharoff facilitates her students’ own rec-
ognition of who they are, and helps them
“honor their own weaknesses and
strengths”. Starting from the premise
that true healing starts from within, she
assists them in healing themselves first
to enable them to then participate in the
healing process of others. “Being holis-
tic,” says Ms. Sharoff, “is a way of being

interactive with, and caring for, the self,
Mother Earth and the Universe.”

Leighsa Sharoff sees the origins of
holistic nursing in Florence Nightingale,
“the mother of nursing,” who under-
stood and addressed a need essential to
healing: the creation of a clean and sooth-
ing environment in which the healing
process is nurtured, an atmosphere sub-
sumed in today’s highly technical, ster-
ile health care centers. Beginning in the
early 1971, however, holistic practices
began to re-emerge. The American Ho-
listic Medical Association (AHMA) was
founded in 1978. The American Holistic
Nurses Association (AHNA) was
founded in 1980 around the philosophi-
cal belief that “health involves the har-
monious balance of body, mind, and
spirit in an ever-changing environment”
(AHNA position statement). In 1992, the
National Institute of Health (NIH) set up
the Office of Alternative Medicine, to-
day call the National Center for Comple-
mentary and Alternative Medicine, cre-
ated in recognition of complementary
medical practices and of the need to in-
tegrate all modalities into patient care.
And in November of 1989, the Ameri-
can Holistic Health Association (AHHA)
was founded as an educational, informa-
tional and resource service for those
seeking a holistic approach to wellness.
(See accompanying article by its presi-
dent, Suzan Walter.)

Ms. Sharoff adds that within the last

five years holistic nursing has become a
recognized and accepted approach to
patient care. She states that it is no longer
a taboo and has become easily accessible
in hospital settings. She advises asking
for the psychiatric nurse liaison to help
identify holistic nursing practitioners,
but adds that all bedside nurses are
aware of such practitioners and can also
help facilitate access to appropriate staff.

Irene Selver, HA ‘89, has been involved in
various areas of HIV/AIDS education, and
is currently working in the Client Advocacy
Department of the Gay Men’s Health Crisis
in New York City. She is co-editor of this
publication.

Holistic Nursing:
Nurturing and Balance
by Irene Selver, M.A.

‘‘ ‘‘Patients must be able
to participate in

their own healing ...
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I was recently diagnosed with a rare
genetic disorder called Ehlers
Danlos Syndrome (EDS), as well as
with fibromyalgia and osteoarthri-

tis of the spine.␣  For the previous 12 long
years my condition had been misdiag-
nosed while I experienced chronic back,
hip and leg pain along with periods of
muscle weakness leading to immobility.␣
I tried conventional (or allopathic) pain
control and strengthening treatments
including pain medications, muscle re-
laxants and physical therapy.␣  I was put
in traction and received epidural steroid
injections. I was either being physically
manipulated, which led to further pain,
or given medications that helped with
the pain but created a drug haze that
interfered with my life.␣  The medical
community was stumped, and I, need-
less to say, had a sense of hopelessness.␣
The more pain and weakness I felt, the
more depressed I became.␣  But before I
sank inexorably into depression, I deter-
mined to explore my alternatives. I want
to share my experience with four non-
conventional approaches that I have
used successfully for pain control: Psy-
chology of Mind/Health Realization,
deep-water exercise, craniosacral
therapy and acupuncture.

␣ ␣ ␣ ␣ ␣ ␣ ␣  First, believing that a healthy
mind leads to a healthy body, I explored
a new model of psychological under-
standing called Psychology of Mind
(POM)/Health Realization. The basic
premise of the three principles of POM—
Mind, Thought and Consciousness—is
that in every moment, the mind creates
thoughts and those thoughts appear real
via our senses through our conscious-
ness. Each person’s reality is linked to
her thoughts in that moment, and it is
the ability to think that determines the
quality of life experience. In other words,
the process of thinking rather than the
content of thought is what is important.
POM practitioners believe that everyone
has the ability to realize good mental

health.␣  At first, I thought that this was
feigned optimism; but as I began to un-
derstand how the thought process
works, I became hopeful as well.␣  Weak-
ness or pain meant that I was trapped in
my own dysfunctional thinking.␣  Even-
tually, I began to realize that my moods
impacted my thoughts and feelings, and
thus affected my ability to look at my
illness objectively. When I was in a good
mood, my thoughts were positive, my
decisions sound, and my level of pain
and disability were manageable; when I
was in a low mood, my thoughts were
negative, I was not able to see my limi-
tations as clearly and the pain and dis-
ability were exacerbated.␣  I learned how
to be a good listener, not only to others,
but also to myself, and I began to see
myself as an intelligent person with cer-
tain physical limitations. The principles
of POM helped me to become hopeful
about living a successful and fulfilling
life despite my illness. Once I had a bet-
ter understanding of how my mind ef-
fected my physical health, I was able to
pursue alternative methods of pain con-
trol and physical fitness.

␣ ␣ ␣ ␣ ␣ ␣ ␣  One method was deep-water ex-
ercise recommended to
me by a doctor I met at a
POM workshop who
had similar experiences
with pain and muscle
weakness. He talked
about a Russian doctor,
Igor Burdenko, who
founded the Burdenko
Water and Sports
Therapy Institute in Lex-
ington, Massachusetts. He explained
that the weightlessness experienced in
deep water is ideal for those of us who
need to strengthen and tone our muscles
without subjecting our bodies to the im-
pact and pressure that comes from tra-
ditional land exercise.␣  Water exercise
also strengthens the heart muscle, which
leads to better circulation.␣ The Institute

claims among its clients numerous
sports celebrities who come to recover
from injuries, as well as others, like my-
self, who suffer from chronic pain and
physical disabilities. At the Institute I
was presented with a flotation belt and
two strange looking barbells with
Styrofoam instead of weights on the
ends.␣  Over the next 10 visits I learned
deep-water exercises that helped me
achieve muscle tone and strength, exer-
cises I could do without experiencing
pain.␣  The more muscular strength I
built, the less frequent the periods of
weakness, disability and pain.

␣ ␣ ␣ ␣ ␣ ␣ ␣  The physical gains of water
therapy were wonderful; the emotional
gains were a complete surprise.␣  When I
got into the water I immediately felt the
stresses and strains of the day melt
away.␣  Working out in water is ideal be-
cause it serves as a constant cooling
mechanism for the body, which allows
for longer workouts.␣  During my days
of land exercises I was hot and tired and
in pain most of the time.␣  I simply had
no stamina.␣  In the water I can water-
walk for 20 minutes for a great aerobic
workout, then do muscle toning and
strengthening exercises for up to 40 min-
utes at a time.

␣ ␣ ␣ ␣ ␣ ␣ ␣  At Burdenko, I was introduced
to craniosacral therapy, a technique used
to correct the balance of cerebrospinal
fluid, which surrounds and moves the
brain, spinal cord, sacrum and connect-
ing membranes. I found this method
particularly helpful when my lower back
and hips were stiff and in pain, and with

neck pain and headaches.␣  During peri-
ods of chronic pain that didn’t lessen
with craniosacral therapy or water
therapy, I scheduled acupuncture treat-
ments.

␣ ␣ ␣ ␣ ␣  ␣  For many, acupuncture is an ex-
cellent method of muscular and nerve
pain control.␣  Traditional acupuncturists
believe that there is a basic energy of the

One Pathway to Pain Management
by Christine L. Dyer

A Short History of Medicine:␣  “Doctor, I have a back ache.”
2000 BC “Here, eat this root.”
1000 BC “That root is heathen, say this prayer.”
1850 AD “That prayer is superstition, drink this potion.”
1940 AD “That potion is snake oil, swallow this aspirin.”
1985 AD “That aspirin is ineffective, take this muscle relaxant.”
2000 AD “That muscle relaxant is artificial.␣  Here, eat this root!”

‘‘ ‘‘Each person’s reality is

linked to her thoughts

in that moment ...

Continued on page 15
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What began as a simple in-
quiry into massage
therapy as a component of
Complementary (Alterna-

tive) Medicine turned out to be some-
thing far more complicated and fascinat-
ing than I could have imagined.  My in-
terest in massage therapy is threefold:
(1)  one of my best friends is a massage,
therapist (lucky me); (2) other alterna-
tive therapies such as homeopathy, chi-
ropractic care, and acupuncture were far
more readily “accepted” than massage,
yet massage is one of the three most re-
quested alternative therapies; and (3) I
was fortunate enough during one hos-
pital stay to receive reflexology and dur-
ing another a full massage, which im-
proved my spirits im-
mensely.  There is
nothing like someone
rubbing creme on
your foot after IV’s
have been changed!

My investigation
into how this “alterna-
tive” might be cov-
ered by mainstream
insurance began with
my friend, a licensed
masseuse with a following from women
with pre-natal difficulties to avid skiers.
I asked her if she had any clients who
were covered by health insurance for her
services.  No, she said. Besides, for her
clientele, a $100 per hour fee was not an
issue.  Massage could, however, be cov-
ered if it was considered “physical
therapy.” My next move was to call Kai-
ser Permanente, my old insurance com-
pany.  Paul, the customer service repre-
sentative, was taken aback by my ques-
tion about coverage (the length of his
pause after I posed my question was
noteworthy).  “It depends on your type
of coverage, POS or HMO?” was his first
reaction.  In fact, however, massage
therapy was not covered under either
plan but “physical therapy” was covered
under both, provided that a primary care
physician (an MD - the mainstream folk)
clears the massage therapy.  According
to Paul, “In reality, it is all in the termi-
nology.” My curiosity was now at an all
time high! Both an insurance represen-

Massage: Mystique,
Managed Care, and Money
by Melissa J. Haller

‘‘
‘‘

Both an insurance representative and
an alternative therapy provider had
implied that this is a semantic game.

tative and an alternative therapy pro-
vider had implied that this is a semantic
game.

My next stop was the Westchester
phone book under “massage therapy.”
The ad for Westchester Massage
Therapy read, “Most Insurance Ac-
cepted” (and specified that this was a
“Non-Sexual Service.”) “It depends on
the type of insurance” was the response
to my query at Westchester Massage
Therapy.  Mainly No Fault or
Workman’s Compensation cover the
service.  At yet another place I was told
there was no coverage for massage but I
could be referred to a “cash lady.”  At
best about 25 percent of a massage ser-
vice may be covered by health insurance.
Not much coverage in my estimation.

My last stop in trying to decode the

validity of massage was New York
Magazine.  In the back section they list
massage, to wit: “Oriental Exotics” and
“Natalie from Moscow.”  It seems the
two biggest problems with
mainstreaming this type of service are
(1) fraud (name-gaming a medical need)
and (2) sexual stigma attached to mas-
sage or “touch”.  At a health fair recently
my stressed-out boyfriend who has back
problems took advantage of a five-
minute chair massage.  Not only did his
attitude improve after the massage, but
his shoulders did not slump as much.
Perhaps health insurers should recon-
sider. As preventive health, massage
could be truly cost-effective

Melissa J. Haller is currently a student in
the Health Advocacy Program with a spe-
cial interest in mental health issues. With a
B.A. in Business Administration from the
University of Cincinnati, she has worked in
marketing and management for a commu-
nity trading agency.

.

body called qi (pronounced ‘chee’).␣  The
aim of traditional Chinese acupuncture
is to regulate the flow of qi along path-
ways or meridians that run throughout
the body.␣  When your qi is balanced and
flows without obstruction, your health
is restored.␣  Western doctors do not usu-
ally believe in the power of qi, but many
accept the efficacy of acupuncture. Their
theory is that acupuncture releases beta-
endorphins and other body chemicals
that reduce pain.␣  No matter. For me,
acupuncture reduces or eliminates pain
without negative or dangerous side ef-
fects.

␣ ␣ ␣ ␣ ␣ ␣ ␣  Conventional pain control tech-
niques did not work well for me, but I
have been able to work out a system of
alternative therapies that have not only
helped me manage pain, but have
changed the way I look at my own dis-
ability.␣  For many people—especially
those suffering from cancer or AIDS—
pain control is best achieved through
complementary medicine, a combina-
tion of conventional and alternative
medicine.␣  For those of us who experi-
ence chronic pain, an understanding that
medical techniques can “complement”
each other is imperative.

Selected References:
POM:␣ ␣ ␣  Pransky, George S., The Renais-

sance of Psychology, Sulzburger & Gra-
ham Publishing, New York, NY 1998
POM Introduction (http:www.pom-
resource-center.com)

US Water Fitness Association,
(http://www.emi.net/~uswfa)

Burdenko Water and Sports Therapy
Institute,
(http://www.gis.net/~igorco)

Craniosacral Therapy:
(http://www.holisticmed.com)

Acupuncture:␣  Moyers, Bill, Healing and
The Mind, Doubleday, New York, NY,
1993

Christine Dyer is currently a student in the
Health Advocacy Program. With a B.A. in
psychology from the University of Massa-
chusetts, Dartmouth, she was a case man-
ager for mentally challenged and mentally
disabled adults and a pre-school teacher at
the Harvard Law School childcare center. She
is interested in genetic and insurance dis-
crimination and in political health advocacy.

One Pathway to
Pain Management

Continued from page 14
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In a continuing effort to fulfill his elu-
sive election promise to improve the
American healthcare system, Presi-
dent Clinton created a Health Care

Advisory Commission in 1997 that
would identify problems and submit

possible solutions. This Commission in-
troduced a healthcare Consumer Bill of
Rights in November of that year. From
early 1998, pressure on Congress to pass
regulatory legislation relating to HMOs
continued from the White House and
from consumers, spurred on by the
medical profession. Finally, as the No-
vember elections loomed closer, the ur-
gency to present stricter federal legisla-
tion on managed care organizations ap-
peared to encourage productive efforts.

In late July, the House of Representa-
tives defeated by 5 votes the Democratic
sponsored Gephardt-Dingell-Ganske
Patients’ Bill of Rights Act (H.R. 3605).
Instead, the House passed, by a narrow
margin of 216 to 210 the Patient Protec-
tion Act (H.R. 4250) sponsored by House
Speaker Newt Gingrich (R-GA), which
President Clinton threatened to veto.

Senate Democrats proposed legisla-
tion identical to the House Democratic
bill, while Senate Majority Leader Trent
Lott presented another GOP plan (S.
2330). Nevertheless, on October 9, the
Senate voted to reject a Democratic move
to take up a bill to define patients’ rights
and regulate managed care organiza-
tions.

The accompanying chart with infor-
mation provided by Families USA com-
pares the proposals of the GOP and
Democratic bills as they relate to basic
healthcare consumer protections.

Republicans complain that the Demo-
cratic legislation, by including so many
additional mandates, would create too

strong a Federal Government authority
over the insurance industry, and would
greatly increase costs and reduce access.
They suggest that state laws provide ad-
equate protection for the majority of
those insured by HMOs. The Democrats
and their defenders argue that state laws
are not uniform concerning protections.

They assert that HMOs
must be held liable for
medical decisions. They
also believe that Republi-
can mandates to expand
medical savings accounts
would segment the insur-
ance market and make it
harder for older and sicker
consumers to obtain af-
fordable quality medical

care.
While the insurance industry, in con-

cert with business-sponsored organiza-
tions, has spent millions of dollars lob-
bying against restrictive legislation, it
supports many of the Republican man-
dates. The Democratic legislation has
backing from the White House as well
as from the AMA, the A.F.L.-C.I.O., and
health advocacy groups such as Fami-
lies USA.

Now that Congress has adjourned,
what is the future of patients’ rights leg-
islation? Both foe and friend agree that

the issue of basic consumer rights and
regulation of HMOs will resurface. In a
personal interview, Ron Pollack, Execu-
tive Director of Families USA and a
member of the President’s Health Care
Advisory Commission, stated his belief
that public pressure will force the enact-
ment of “significant pieces” of patients’
rights legislation during the next Con-
gress. He considers the “toughest issue”
for compromise to be HMO liability. Yet,
he also believes that meaningful rem-
edies must be found in order to make
HMOs responsible for their decisions.
Both Families USA and AARP have pub-
licly insisted on a strong and indepen-
dent external review process as their
major advocacy concern. Mr. Pollack
described the external review as the first
link of the “whole process” of consumer
protection, followed by HMO liability
and consumer assistance provided by an
advocate or ombudsman.

In answer to the critics of HMO legis-
lation and doomsday predictions, Mr.
Pollack pointedly stated that he does not
think that such mandates are the begin-
ning of the end for HMOs. These direc-
tives would merely establish a greater
accountability to the consumer. Once
ground rules are in place, it would be
expected that managed care will be able

Patients’ Rights Legislation:
Elusive or Illusion?
By Karen Crimmins, M.A.

noitcetorPremusnoCeraCdeganaM hcirgniG elhcsaD/ydenneK ttoL
nalP llegniD/tdrahpeG nalP

sseccAmooRycnegremE  W S X
sredivorPkrowteN-fo-tuOotsseccA  S

redivorPeraCyramirPeBnaCtsilaicepS  S
stsilaicepSotslarrefeRgnidnatS  S

nemoWrofNYGdnaBOotsseccAtceriD  W S X
nalPsevaeLnaicisyhPnehWeraCfoytiunitnoC  S X

sgurDnoitpircserPllAotsseccA  S
stnialpmoCfoweiveRlanretxEtnednepednI  W S W
margorPecnatsissAremusnoCtnednepednI  S

deriuqeRsnoitpOtnemtaerTfoerusolcsiD  W S X
eraCyneDotsevitnecnIlaicnaniFtibihorP  S

slairTlacinilCotsseccA  S
segamaDrofeuSotthgiR  S

S Provides strong protections for all consumers with individual or employer-based insurance coverage
W Provides weak protections to all consumes with employer-based health coverage
X Provides weak protections in 1 in 3 consumers with employer-based health coverage

Information provided by Families USA

Basic Consumer Protections: How the Federal Bills Compare

‘‘ ‘‘... public pressure will force the

enactment of ‘significant pieces’

of patients’ rights legislation...

Continued on page 17
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On my way to interview Dr.
Robert Wachter in his office
at the University of Califor-
nia San Francisco, I pondered

the formation, some twenty-five years
ago, of the National Society of Patient
Representatives, a new group of health
professionals dedicated to patient rights
and patient advocacy. Now a new and
growing medical specialty, prompted by
a concern for patient well-being, has re-
cently formed its own professional or-
ganization: the National Association of
Inpatient Physicians.

Called a “hospitalist” or “inpatient
physician” this specialist takes over the
care of patients at the time of their ad-
mission to the hospital until discharge
home. Dr. Wachter, Associate Chairman
of Medicine, describes the implementa-
tion of the inpatient physician program
at UCSF as a “powerful idea.” He is vis-
ibly enthusiastic about seeing this idea
in action and growing successfully. He
emphasizes the importance of commu-
nication, and believes it has been the key
to the success of the University of
California’s innovative program.

Dr. Wachter’s staff of eight physicians,
assisted by residents, cares for ten to
twelve patients at a given time, provid-
ing their direct patient care. Continuity
is ensured by a maximum number of as-

signed days in a row. Effective commu-
nication is described as a steady flow of
information by computer or fax to the
primary-care physician who has referred
the patient. An admission note and
phone call initiate
contact, followed by
automatic copies of
all progress notes and
final discharge sum-
mary when the pa-
tient is referred back
to his primary physi-
cian. Phone calls are
ad lib and the pri-
mary physician often
visits during the hospitalization.

Few physicians are reticent to turn
over their patients. While some doctors
prefer to preserve continuity and want
to maintain acute care skills, and pri-
mary physicians in community hospitals
may wish to continue the traditional role,
the number of hospitalists is increasing
steadily and there are now more than
2000 across the United States.

Dr. Wachter focused on the concept
four years ago. His article “The Emerg-
ing Role of Hospitalists in the American
Health Care System” was published
August 15, 1996, in The New England Jour-
nal of Medicine. In this article, co-authored
with Dr. Lee Goldman, Chairman of
Medicine at UCSF, Stanford, he de-
scribes the realities of managed care and

its emphasis on efficiency. He antici-
pated a rapid growth of hospitalists who
would manage the care of hospitalized
patients the same way the primary phy-
sician manages the care of outpatients.

Citing the central role of these physicians
in Great Britain and Canada, Dr.
Wachter feels that the role for this group
will grow now both in and out of
academia, especially in areas where
managed care predominates, such as in
San Francisco. Because of cost pressures,
managed care organizations will reward
professionals who can provide efficient
care. In the outpatient setting, the pri-
mary physician, no longer responsible
for responding physically to condition
changes or emergencies, is able to pro-
vide care for a larger group promptly
and efficiently. Dr. Wachter notes that
although many physicians have excep-
tional hospital skills, he questions
whether high-value care can be deliv-
ered by physicians who spend only a
small fraction of their time in this set-
ting. As hospital stays become shorter
and patients sicker, he believes a higher
premium will be placed on hospital
skills, experience and availability.

As for hospitalists in academia, Dr.
Wachter believes that twelve months of
increasingly intense care of inpatients is
a formula for burnout and a three- to six-
month commitment more sustainable.
He suggests consulting in or out of this
specialty in the off months, and in
academia creating a core group of fac-
ulty members whose inpatient work is
more than a marginal activity and who
are thus committed to quality improve-
ment in the hospital. Highly skilled and
experienced, they will offer better super-
vision of house staff and improved pa-
tient teaching,

Objections to the hospitalist program,

A New Medical Specialty:
Good For Patients?
by Patricia Lafferty, R.N.

to achieve its goal of effective healthcare.
In addition, the Congressional Budget
Office and independent surveys have
demonstrated that the increase in em-
ployers’ premiums to cover these addi-
tional consumer protections would be
minimal.

In the quest for this so-far elusive pa-
tients’ rights legislation, we health ad-
vocates also have responsibilities. In this
time before the next Congressional
face-off we should continue to keep well
informed and be willing to actively edu-
cate others. In addition to contacting our
Congressmen and women, Mr. Pollack
suggested sending letters to the editors
of regional and national newspapers and
publications, and participating in pub-

Patients’ Rights Legislation
lic forums such as radio programs or
local-level meetings. At the most basic
level, we can also assist in the cause by
informing our family and friends about
the issues and soliciting their help. In
other words, we all must contribute to
the momentum that has already been
initiated in order to prove that the need
and the desire for patients’ rights and
healthcare consumer protections on the
national level are not merely an illusion.

Karen Crimmins, M.A., has a special inter-
est in public policy. She is currently the ad-
vocate for the disabled for her church parish,
enabling people with disabilities and their
families to participate in the Parish commu-
nity.

Continued from page 16

‘‘ ‘‘... a higher premium will be

placed on hospital skills,

experience and availability.

Continued on page 18
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A New Medical
Specialty Director’s Desk
however, come from primary physicians
and other specialists. Some primary phy-
sicians prefer to manage their own pa-
tients, and some specialists believe that
fewer consultations and loss of income
will result. These objections can impede
implementation of new programs. Dr.
Wachter believes that flexibility in pro-
grams can allay fears, although he feels
that there are strong forces compelling
growth in his new specialty. Fragmen-
tation is a concern to many, but although
having one’s care assumed temporarily
by another doctor is a transition for the
patient, acceptance has been quite high.

In 1978 physicians spent half of their
time in hospitals caring for 10-12 patients
at a time. Now only 10% of their time is
spent there. Hospitalists hired by the
University of California, many of whom
are former chief residents, are 20% busier
than two years ago and more than 20%
of medical residents are interested in this
specialty. According to 1996 statistics,
hospitalizations are 15-25% shorter and
costs 15-25% lower.

Being on-site in the hospital daily has
advantages to both staff and patients.
Hospitalists may not be familiar at first
but this is balanced by constant availabil-
ity. Working relationships with other
departments can be collaborative, sys-
tem failures identified and corrected and
more support time is available to family
members.

At a time of continuing criticism of
managed care and serious attempts to
legislate the rights of patients, the goals
Dr. Wachter describes are timely: im-
proved clinical outcomes, lower costs,
better education for physicians and
greater satisfaction for patients.

The concept of the hospitalist is a pow-
erful idea. After interviewing Dr.
Wachter and reviewing his published
material, I also believe he is a powerful
patient advocate.

Patricia Lafferty, R.N., is a former president
of the New York Chapter of Patient Repre-
sentatives and board member of the National
Society of Patient Representatives. She is
now retired and living in California.

[We’d like to know what you think about the
“hospitalist” idea. E-mail your opinions/
experience to Healthad@mail.slc.edu]

Continued from page 17
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The challenge is to educate

for a world that encompasses

so many arenas.

by Marsha Hurst, Ph.D.
“How can you think and hit at the same

time? “ — Yogi Berra

As befitting a health care pro-
fessional, I started as Director
of the Health Advocacy Pro-
gram on July 1. Like a new

medical resident I found myself imme-
diately immersed in the work of the Pro-
gram, trying to “think and hit” at the
same time. Unlike the new resident I am
also a well-seasoned member of the Pro-
gram faculty. Most days I feel right at
home, touching base with alumnae I
have taught, planning a meeting with
faculty colleagues, and, of course, pre-
paring my own courses. Yet, I am
amazed at how much there is to learn,
how many different aspects there are to
running the Program (Mary’s the orga-
nizational maven here)
and how many new
adventures in advo-
cacy there are to pur-
sue.

These days it is al-
most trite to talk about
the rapidity with which
the health care system
is changing. The geo-
metric growth of public
and private managed
care has taken center stage for many
health advocates who work to find the
most effective ways of representing the
patient, the family and the health care
consumer in this complicated area. The
questions of access, cost and quality that
are bottom line concerns in health care
are at the forefront of an incredibly wide
range of health advocacy work. Students
still enter the program with very diverse
backgrounds (our current student body
includes nurses, primary care physi-
cians, a sociologist, a social worker, re-
cent college graduates, a number of
people from the business world, a
teacher, and so on). They use their place-
ments to experience areas of advocacy
that range from a bioethics program in
a hospital to the inspector general’s of-
fice (see our web site www.slc.edu for
examples of recent field placements).
And these days they leave in order to
serve patients directly through counsel-
ing, support, mediation, education and
other advocacy work with individuals
and families, and indirectly through for-

mulating, implementing or enforcing
programs and policy.

The challenge of a graduate health ad-
vocacy program today is to educate pro-
fessionals for a world of advocacy that
encompasses so many arenas. In the
HAP we need to become integrally con-
nected to those various arenas: to bring
them into the program; to serve them
outside the program; and, most impor-
tant, to ensure that graduates are
equipped with the knowledge and skills
to be professional health advocates, no
matter in what arena they choose to
work. These are some of the steps the
Program is taking to move in these di-
rections:

1. Changing the content and focus of
HAII. The core work of the health ad-
vocate has always been taught in the sec-
ond health advocacy course (HAII), usu-
ally following the exploration of the role

of the advocate in HAI. When health
advocacy was synonymous with patient
representation, HAII could focus on the
work of the advocate in the hospital, and
function as well as to integrate field-
work—hospital placements—with class-
room learning. In order to have HAII
continue to introduce students to the
work of the health advocate, the course
now needs to reflect the wide range of
positions held by professionals in the
field. Accordingly, a team of graduates,
all advocates in different healthcare are-
nas, will be teaching HAII. They will use
a number of guest professionals to help
them explore four broad worlds of ad-
vocacy: direct service advocacy in pro-
vider institutions including hospitals,
long term care facilities, and so forth;
community-based direct service advo-
cacy; advocacy work in the largely
not-for-profit interest group and public
interest world; and government-based
health advocacy. This course will pilot
in the spring. Descriptions of the new
course and the faculty should be found
on our web site.

Continued on page 19
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2. Continue building on program
outreach.  As health advocacy has
moved to the forefront of concern locally
as well as around the country, it has be-
come increasingly important to connect
with individuals and organizations who
are advocates. I am working with the na-
tional and state Societies of Healthcare
Consumer Advocacy, attending meet-
ings and public forums on health advo-
cacy issues, corresponding (email of
course) with advocates in other parts of
the country who are developing advo-
cacy programs, and becoming part of
local advocacy networks. I have been
contacted by a number of organizations
about working with them—from pro-
viding interns to developing programs.
Whenever possible we are trying to get
the Sarah Lawrence program “out there”
in the world of people interested in
health advocacy, and are using a range
of media to do this. The WWW is an
enormous resource. A wide range of
consumers and advocates use the “links”
section Deborah Hornstra developed for
our web site. People interested in becom-
ing health advocates find us on the web,
and we are hoping to develop a web site
that is even more useful to the advocacy
community. This would include listing
events, speakers, meetings not only on
campus but also in the area that might
be of interest to advocates, and provid-
ing a discussion forum for advocacy is-
sues. (Perhaps on-line discussion would
be a way to have that Journal Club I al-
ways wanted.) We hope that active ad-
vocacy in many forms will become an
integral part of the HAP program.

3. Developing an interdisciplinary
intellectual base at Sarah Lawrence.
The graduate, and to some extent under-
graduate, departments right at home
provide a wealth of opportunities for
enriching the academic core of our ad-
vocacy work. Most obvious, and per-
haps most exciting, is the potential for
collaboration with our partner health
program, the Human Genetics Program
(HGP). As a result of the phenomenal
growth in genetics knowledge—and the
prospect of exponential growth in that
knowledge through the stepped up pace
of the human genome project—the in-
terface between advocacy and genetics
has become critically important. Some
of our students and graduates have al-
ready been working in this area with the
March of Dimes. A current student is

Director’s Desk
Continued from page 18

pursuing a combined advocacy and ge-
netics graduate study program. We are
beginning to work together with HGP
and the Women’s History Program, to
become part of the National Council for
Research on Women, with a Sarah
Lawrence focus on advocacy, genetics
and gender. Alice Herb (who teaches the
HAP ethics course) and I are hoping to
bring some ethicists to Sarah Lawrence
for a special workshop this spring. A
group of graduate program directors in-
cluding the Early Childhood and Art of
Teaching programs is also meeting to
consider academic support we can give
to “zero to three” childhood
multi-service initiative in Yonkers.

4. Ensuring skills proficiency. HAP
is also taking a look at what concrete
skills graduates need. I am running a se-
ries of informal tutorials on computer
skills, using the wonderful new com-
puter classroom in the library. All health
advocacy students now quickly learn to
use the Internet for research—and for ad-
vocacy. Our goal is that by graduation,
they will also have familiarity with ba-
sic applications: word processing,
spreadsheets, and presentation software,
database structure and use, statistical
software (SPSS). In addition, we are de-
veloping a list of other areas in which
HAP would provide training, including
grant-writing, budgeting, JCAHO famil-
iarity, career development skills and so
forth. If there are any particular skills you
have found essential to your work as ad-
vocates, please let me know.

5. The Strategic Planning Commit-
tee. There is a great deal of other work
we are hoping to accomplish in HAP.
Some—like developing a health advo-
cacy resource center—involve ideas that
have been floating around for a while
and we are beginning to actually imple-
ment. Others—like responding to the
need expressed in the larger advocacy
community for additional models of
health advocacy education, e.g., distance
learning, graduate level certificate pro-
grams, short intensive immersion
courses—involve responding to a more
recent need. The newly formed Strate-
gic Planning Committee composed of
students, faculty, Advisory Board mem-
bers, alumnae and myself has begun
meeting to consider short and long term
goals and objectives for the program as
a whole. Whether or not you are alum-
nae, tell us what kind of advocacy work
you are doing, what issues you face, and
how HAP can be responsive to the needs
of this growing profession.

I plan to use the forums of the Web
site and this Bulletin to keep you in-
formed about the Health Advocacy Pro-
gram.

In honor of the end of a very wonder-
ful baseball season (even for an old Red
Sox fan) I will indulge in one more Yogi
Berra quote, this one particularly apt for
our Strategic Planning efforts:

“You got to be very careful if you don’t
know where you’re going, because you might
not get there. “
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